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His reference to support this assertion, describes minimal interference at the very low glucose concentration of 1·7 mM, leading to an inulin blank value of 1·3 mg/L.2 This group have not explored the effect of higher glucose concentrations on their method (Landt M, personal communication, 1995) . Where higher concentrations have been tested, with sorbitol dehydrogenase in the absence or presence' of enzymatic inulin hydrolysis, very high glucose concentrations, in considerable excess of pathological conditions (250 mM and 54·3 mM), have not substantially affected the assay.v' Either no effect or changes of 1·3% in the regression coefficient, and -1·18 mg/L in the constant were reported, respectively. The effects of glucose were not examined by Workman and Day.5
We have therefore not found it necessary to include in our own method a glucose clearance step." It was not possible for us to refer to the paper by Dr Soper et al. because his paper was accepted after ours.
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